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Stock#: 33244gm
Map Maker: Valk

Date: 1690 circa
Place: Amsterdam
Color: Hand Colored
Condition: See Description
Size: 48.5 x 40 inches

Price: SOLD

Description:

Fine example of Gerard Valk's monumental 8-sheet wall map of the Americas, commemorating the
Glorious Revolution.

This masterpiece represents one of the finest achievements of the golden era of Baroque cartography in
the Netherlands. The New World, meticulously engraved, appears within a grand tableau of sumptuous
allegorical adornment, enlivened with fine original color. Cartographically based on Frederick De Wit's
wall map of 1672, Valk's work was engraved on new plates and features original artistic decoration.
California is shown to be an island, featuring the 'double bay' motif, after Luke Foxe's 1635 map. The
Pacific Northwest is entirely absent, while further to the east, the delineation of Hudson's Bay evinces the
discoveries of Thomas James in 1631-2. The Great Lakes remain enigmatic, and the depiction of the
Mississippi basin predates the adventures of La Salle. Conversely, much of Mexico and the Caribbean is
featured in great detail. The delineation of South America is comparatively well-assured, although the
Amazon is erroneously shown to connect with the headwaters of the Río de la Plata.

The upper right corner features an inset of the Arctic Circle encompassed by a pageant of festoons, putti
and deities. The map contained within hails from Henricus Hondius's polar projection of 1636.
Decoratively, the interior of South America is inhabited by scenes of native peoples and exotic animals,
while numerous ships traverse the oceans, including two naval battles scenes in the Atlantic. Both of the
lower corners are inhabited by vivid allegorical scenes. The scen on the left shows the personifications of
war and knowledge flanked by vignettes of European encounters with indigenous warriors. The scene on
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the right depicts a procession of elaborately-attired native peoples along with a Peruvian llama.

All such wall maps are great rarities. Technically difficult and very expensive to produce, they were issued
in very limited quantities. Moreover, their great size and the manner in which they were displayed made
them especially vulnerable to damage, such that very few examples survive to the present day.
Importantly, the present map has been preserved in remarkably fine condition for work of its genre. It is
highly likely that only a few copies of Valk's wall map of the Americas are extant. Philip Burden cites only
two examples held by institutions, one at the British Library (London) and the other at Servicio Geográfico
del Ejécito (Madrid).

The present example is from the Glen McLaughlin Collection, which was featured in the Mapping of
California as an Island, although the map does not appear in McLaughlin's book, as it was acquired
subsequent to the publication of the map and was, at the time, unknown to McLaughlin. The present
example was used by Burden to illustrate his entry on the map and is almost certainly the finest extant
example (and only 1 of 2 known examples to include the extra title panel at the top of the map).

During the 17th century, when the Dutch Republic was at its economic and cultural high point,
monumental wall maps possessed a unique and prominent role which transcended the realm of
cartography. They were considered to be among the ultimate signs of intellectual sophistication and
affluence, notions of great import to the ruling mercantile class of the Netherlands. Their iconographic
significance was best captured by Johannes Vermeer, who prominently featured wall maps in several of his
paintings.

The story surrounding the publication and dissemination of Valk's wall map of the Americas is especially
fascinating. In 1685, James II became the King of England and of all British dominions, but soon found
himself almost universally despised by his own subjects due to his heavy-handed manner and his religious
affiliation. In 1688, in what would be celebrated as the 'Glorious Revolution', William of Orange-Nassau,
the Stadhouder of the Netherlands and the husband of James's estranged daughter Mary, mounted a
successful invasion of England. As William III, he formed a co-monarchy with Mary, and presided over a
period of profound economic reform and military success. Notably William's ascension enabled a cultural
and intellectual exchange, in which many aspects of the Netherlands' pre-eminence in finance, science,
publishing, ship-building, architecture and the fine arts were transferred to Britain.

In this light, Valk produced the Nova Accurata Totius Americae Tabulae specifically with the English
market in mind. As such a grand production was far beyond the abilities of virtually all local mapmakers, it
must have made an extraordinary impression upon its arrival in London. The elaborate allegorical
montage in the lower left corner features a portrait of William III within a laurel wreath interlaced with a
bright orange ribbon, the signature color of the House of Orange. The savvy Valk, seeking to capitalize on
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the overwhelming popularity of the Revolution, devised this celebration of William's ascension and
England's colonial ambitions in the New World.

At the time that this map was published, Gerard Valk was on the ascendency towards becoming the
premier map and globe-maker in the Netherlands. Interestingly, in the 1670s he worked in London where
he would have gained vital contacts and an appreciation of the English market, making him the ideal
figure to devise the present 'crossover' map. Following his return to Amsterdam, in 1680, he formed an
alliance with his future brother-in-law Petrus Schenk. They acquired the plates for Jansson's Novus Atlas,
which formed the basis for the lucrative production of folio maps. In the late 1680s, Valk had refined his
skills and marshalled the resources necessary to produce a select series of wall maps of the world and
continents, including the present example. Around 1700, Gerard, joined by his son Leonard, began to
produce globes, which came to be considered the finest such works of their time. In 1708, Valk and
Schenk famously published an edition of Andreas Cellarius's Harmonia Cosmographica. The family
business continued to thrive under the leadership of Leonard and his wife Maria until the 1750s.

Detailed Condition:
Large copper-engraved wall map, on eight joined sheets, plus engraved title register, with Original outline
color. Re-mounted on archival linen, slight loss and crackling to engraved surface, very limited aspects
supplied in facsimile.


